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description: this is the first book of its kind to offer a complete coverage of the java language. you will learn the core language concepts and how to use them effectively in real-world java development. you will start out by learning how to use the java language's basic features, such as how to
declare variables and constants, control the flow of your program, use exceptions to handle unexpected conditions, and more. then, you will progress to more advanced topics, such as how to use objects, classes, interfaces, methods, and packages, how to use the new java collections framework,
how to create and manipulate collections and how to work with streams. description: the java programming language, third edition, provides the definitive tutorial introduction to the java programming language. it introduces the language's basic concepts, including variables, constants, control
structures, and data types, and it provides detailed guidance on how to use the language in real-world development. the third edition has been updated to reflect the major enhancements in java 2 standard edition 5.0 (j2se 5.0). the authors provide a detailed coverage of the language's core
language features and how to use them to achieve the highest level of development efficiency. you will learn how to work with arrays, objects, and classes, how to use the java collections framework, how to write program components, and how to leverage the new java security model. the third
edition of java programming language teaches you how to design and implement applications using java and its standard libraries. this edition is updated to reflect the new features in java 2 standard edition 5.0. new features include lambda expressions, type annotations, default methods, and the
repeating annotations. new or updated sections include java 2 platform, standard edition 5.0, collections, and the concurrent collections api.
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description: this book is a collection of various java tutorials, books, magazine articles, and other java-related materials. the best thing about this book is that you can download its pdf version and read it offline. developers around the world have used previous editions to quickly gain a deep
understanding of the java programming language, its design goals, and how to use it most effectively in real-world development. now, ken arnold, james gosling, and david holmes have updated this classic to reflect the major enhancements in java 2 standard edition 5.0 (j2se 5.0). the authors

systematically cover most classes in java's main packages, java.lang.*, java.util, and java.io, presenting in-depth explanations of why these classes work as they do, with informative examples. several new chapters and major sections have been added, and every chapter has been updated to reflect
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